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Multiplicities in semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering are presented for each charge state of  and
K mesons. The data were collected by the HERMES experiment at the HERA storage ring using
27.6 GeV electron and positron beams incident on a hydrogen or deuterium gas target. The results are
presented as a function of the kinematic quantities xB,Q
2, z, and Ph?. They represent a unique data set for
identified hadrons that will significantly enhance our understanding of the fragmentation of quarks into
final-state hadrons in deep-inelastic scattering.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Isolated quarks have never been observed in nature.
When a quark or antiquark is ejected from a bound state
of quarks and gluons by the absorption of a high-energy
photon, as it separates from the ensemble, a shower
or ‘‘jet’’ of hadrons is produced. This process may be
considered to proceed through the generation of additional
quark-antiquark pairs from the color field, which eventu-
ally combine with the original quark or antiquark and with
each other until a configuration of color-singlet multiquark
states is reached. Understanding this hadronization process
is an essential element of a complete picture of the inter-
action of quarks in quantum chromodynamics (QCD), and
is basic to an understanding of the dynamics of quark-
quark, gluon-gluon, and quark-gluon interactions. It is
described by the polarization-averaged fragmentation
function (FF) Dhf, which is the number density of hadron
type h produced by the fragmentation of a struck quark/
antiquark of flavor f.
The flavor dependence of fragmentation functions pro-
vides a powerful tool for probing the flavor structure of
the nucleon in hadron-induced hard scattering and in
semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering (SIDIS). In the
framework of perturbative QCD (pQCD) at leading twist,
SIDIS is viewed as the hard scattering of a lepton off a
quark or antiquark, which subsequently hadronizes into,
e.g., a final-state pion, kaon, or proton (or their antiparti-
cles). According to factorization theorems [1,2], SIDIS can
be described in leading-twist pQCD by three components:
parton distribution functions (PDFs), hard-scattering cross
sections, and FFs. The hard-scattering cross section is
calculable from pQCD. The PDFs parametrize the flavor
structure of the initial hadron state. Both the PDFs and the
FFs are nonperturbative quantities, but in the collinear
framework where they are integrated over parton trans-
verse momentum, they are believed to be universal, i.e., not
to depend on the particular type of process from which they
were determined [3,4]. The data available [5] demonstrate
that the fragmentation of a quark (antiquark) of a specific
flavor is favored for a final-state hadron that contains
a quark (antiquark) of that flavor as a valence quark
(antiquark). The strong flavor correlation is reflected in
the magnitude of FFs for ‘‘favored’’ and ‘‘unfavored’’
fragmentation. This correlation is exploited in SIDIS
experiments to probe the flavor structure of the nucleon
through the technique of flavor tagging, e.g., to extract the
flavor dependence of quark-helicity distributions in the
proton and deuteron [6]. It can be used to extract quantities
of interest such as the flavor asymmetry in the light-quark
sea from meson yields in SIDIS on the proton and
neutron [7,8].
While the knowledge of PDFs is highly developed, the
data available to date for FFs have been much more
limited, particularly for unfavored fragmentation. Most
extractions of FFs [9–12] rely on high-precision informa-
tion from electron-positron annihilation into charged had-
rons, which is available at high energy from experiments at
SLAC and LEP (e.g., Refs. [13–16]), and has the advantage
of not being convoluted with PDFs. However, these data do
not distinguish between quark and antiquark contributions
because they are only sensitive to the charge sum of
specific hadron species (e.g., þ þ ). In addition,
most data are taken at the mass scale of the Z boson, at
which electroweak couplings become approximately equal
and thus only flavor singlet combinations of FFs can be
determined. Also, because all available data is at the same
energy scale, the determination of the evolution with
respect to the four-momentum transfer Q2 of FFs is diffi-
cult. The database has been expanded in recent years with
the inclusion of results for inclusive single-hadron produc-
tion in proton-proton collisions at RHIC. These include
measurements of the transverse-momentum spectra of
neutral pions at central rapidities at PHENIX [17], and at
forward rapidities with STAR [18], as well as similar
measurements for identified pions and kaons for forward
rapidities at BRAHMS [19].
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Accurate measurements of normalized yields of specific
hadrons in the final state in SIDIS, i.e., particle multi-
plicities, provides a means of extracting FFs at much lower
energy scales than those of the collider measurements. The
HERMES experiment with its highly developed particle
identification and pure gas targets is ideally suited for such
measurements. The data presented here were extracted
from measurements of leptoproduction of pseudoscalar
mesons in SIDIS that used the 27.6 GeV lepton beam of
the HERA storage ring at DESY, which operated with
electrons or positrons. The extraction of multiplicities of
pions and kaons separately for positive and negative charge
provides sensitivity to the individual quark and antiquark
flavors in the fragmentation process. The data presented
here for proton and deuteron targets are the most precise
results for multiplicities currently available at this energy
scale. With the inclusion of the kinematic dependence of
the multiplicities on the component of hadron momentum
transverse to the momentum transfer Ph?, these data reach
beyond the standard collinear factorization, and access
the transverse-momentum dependence of the fragmenta-
tion process. A preliminary version of a subset of these
data has already been used in a recent FF extraction
[20–22]. The data extend those of an earlier HERMES
publication [23] that reported results for pion fragmenta-
tion on the proton.
This paper is organized in the following way.
Section II describes the experimental arrangement, while
the analysis is detailed in Sec. III. The hadron multiplic-
ities are presented in Sec. IV, and in Sec. V they are
compared with leading order (LO) calculations based on
recent global fits of FFs. The results are summarized
in Sec. VI.
II. THE EXPERIMENT
HERMES was a fixed-target experiment which used the
lepton beam of the HERA lepton-proton collider at DESY.
The lepton ring stored electrons or positrons at an energy
of 27.6 GeV. Typical initial beam currents were between
30–50 mA. The HERMES gaseous target [24] was internal
to the lepton beam line. It consisted of a 40 cm-long
open-ended elliptical storage cell aligned coaxially to the
beam. The storage cell was made of 75 m-thick Al and
could be operated with a variety of atomic gases. This
innovative technique allowed the collection of data
with little to no dilution from other nuclear material.
Part of the data was collected using a polarized target
generated by an atomic beam source [25], which could
produce a jet of polarized atomic hydrogen or deuterium
with an average nuclear polarization around 85% and an
areal density of 7:6 1013 nucleons=cm2 (hydrogen) or
2:1 1014 nucleons=cm2 (deuterium). The nuclear polar-
ization of the atoms was reversed at 1–3 minute intervals.
Unpolarized data were obtained using an unpolarized gas
feed system, operating with areal densities of 1014 to
1017 nucleons=cm2. The high-density unpolarized target
was used only for end-of-fill running where the beam
current was much lower than the average for the full fill.
The resulting luminosities were of the order of 1031 to
1033 nucleons=ðcm2 sÞ. For this analysis, data collected
with nuclear-polarized and unpolarized hydrogen and
deuterium were used.
The HERMES spectrometer was a forward-angle spec-
trometer with a geometrical acceptance of 170 mrad
horizontally and j40–140j mrad vertically. The HERA
beam lines passed through the spectrometer and were
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FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic view of the HERMES spectrometer.
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shielded in the magnet area by a horizontal iron plate,
dividing the spectrometer into two symmetric halves above
and below the storage ring plane, thereby limiting the
vertical acceptance close to the beam line. The spectro-
meter consisted of a front and a rear part separated by a
1.5 Tm dipole magnet. Both parts contained tracking
devices, while the back part also contained particle identi-
fication (PID) detectors. A schematic side view of the
spectrometer can be seen in Fig. 1; a detailed description
is available in Ref. [26].
Track reconstruction was performed using horizontal-
drift chambers before (FC 1=2) [27] and behind (BC 1=2,
3=4) [28] the spectrometer magnet. Combining tracks
from the front and back part of the detector allowed the
determination of the particle momenta with an intrinsic
momentum resolution p=p between 0.015 and 0.025 in
the accessible momentum range.
The tracks found after the spectrometer magnet were
also used to identify hits in the PID detectors. Lepton-
hadron separation was provided by combining the infor-
mation of a ring-imaging Cˇerenkov detector (RICH) [29], a
preshower detector (H2), a transition-radiation detector
(TRD), and a lead-glass calorimeter [30]. More details on
the use and the performance of these PID detectors can be
found in Ref. [6].
Charged pions, kaons, protons, and antiprotons were
identified using information from the RICH detector. In
order to achieve good separation over a momentum
range of 2 to 15 GeV, the RICH made use of two
radiators. Particles first traversed a wall of aerogel tiles
with index of refraction n ¼ 1:03 mounted just behind
the entrance window. The second radiator consisted of
C4F10 gas (n ¼ 1:0014) filling the volume behind the
aerogel tiles up to a spherical-mirror array with a radius
of curvature of 220 cm. The array deflected the light
produced onto a matrix of 1934 photomultiplier tubes
per detector half.
III. DATA ANALYSIS
The analysis was performed on data recorded in the
years 2000, 2004, and 2005. Data taken with both polarized
and unpolarized targets are included, where the regular
switching of the spin direction during polarized running
results in effectively unpolarized data when combined.
The integrated luminosities for the data sets used in this
analysis are shown in Table I.
The data were selected using the following criteria:
(i) There exists a trigger composed of the signals of
three hodoscopes (H0, H1, H2) and the electromag-
netic calorimeter in coincidence with the HERA
lepton-bunch crossing clock.
(ii) Data quality criteria are met, including good per-
formance of the particle identification and tracking
detectors, and of the data acquisition system.
(iii) The highest-momentum particle identified as a
lepton originates from the target cell and is within
the geometric acceptance of the spectrometer.
(iv) All other charged tracks originate from the target
cell and meet the geometric acceptance conditions.
The spectrometer acceptance was limited by the
calorimeter dimensions and by the acceptance of the spec-
trometer magnet. This translates into an acceptance in
terms of the polar scattering angle of 40 mrad   
220 mrad with respect to the center of the target.
A. Kinematic requirements
The kinematic constraints on events are given by the
spectrometer aperture and the requirement that the event
kinematics satisfy the conditions Q2 > 1 GeV2 and W2 >
10 GeV2, which select the deep-inelastic scattering (DIS)
regime and suppress the region of nucleon resonances,
respectively. The relevant kinematic quantities are defined
in Table II. The limits on the fractional energy transfer to
the target, 0:1< y < 0:85, exclude the region where the
momentum resolution starts to degrade [26] (lower limit)
and the low-momentum region (upper limit) where the
trigger efficiencies have not yet reached a plateau as a
function of momentum. The upper y limit also excludes
the kinematic region where large radiative corrections to
inclusive cross sections are required.
Hadrons are required to have a momentum of 2 GeV<
Ph < 15 GeV, given by the operation range of the RICH
detector. Data that are not explicitly binned in the frac-
tional hadron energy z also are constrained to 0:2< z <
0:8 to exclude the region at high z, which receives a
sizeable contribution from exclusive processes, and to
suppress the target fragmentation region at low z.
B. Particle identification
Leptons and hadrons are identified based on the com-
bined responses of the TRD, the preshower detector, the
calorimeter, and the RICH detector. This response provides
lepton-hadron separation with an efficiency larger than
98% for leptons with contaminations <1% and 99% for
hadrons with a lepton contamination of <1%. The identi-
fication of charged pions and kaons using the RICH detec-
tor is based on a direct ray-tracing algorithm that deduces
the most probable particle types from the event-level hit
pattern of Cˇerenkov photons on the photomultiplier matrix.
This algorithm is described in the Appendix of Ref. [31].
TABLE I. Integrated luminosities in pb1 for the two target
gases and the three data-taking years included in this analysis.
Year Hydrogen (pb1) Deuterium (pb1)
2000 132.7 167.0
2004 31.0 24.3
2005 108.2 137.3
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C. Multiplicities
The multiplicityMhn of hadrons of type h produced off a
target n is defined as the respective hadron yield Nh
normalized to the DIS yield. It can be expressed in terms
of the semi-inclusive cross section d5h and the inclusive
DIS cross section d2DIS,
MhnðxB;Q2;z;Ph?Þ
¼ 1
d2NDISðxB;Q2Þ
dxB dQ
2

Z 2
0
d5NhðxB;Q2;z;Ph?;hÞ
dxBdQ
2dzdPh?dh
dh
¼ 1
d2DISðxB;Q2Þ
dxBdQ
2

Z 2
0
d5hðxB;Q2;z;Ph?;hÞ
dxBdQ
2dzdPh?dh
dh: (1)
The Born-level multiplicities, i.e., the multiplicities with
no limitations in geometric acceptance and corrected for
radiative effects and detector resolution, are extracted
from measured multiplicities binned in three dimensions:
ðxB; z; Ph?Þ when the multiplicities as a function of xB are
desired, and ðQ2; z; Ph?Þ when they are to be given as a
function of Q2. Due to the strong correlation of xB and Q
2
in the HERMES data (cf. Fig. 2) simultaneous binning in
these two variables would not have an impact on the
extraction. A h binning has been omitted because of
limited statistical precision. However, a possible impact
of the h dependence of the unpolarized semi-inclusive
cross section and of the acceptance has been accounted for
in the systematic uncertainties. The three-dimensional
Born-level multiplicites are extracted using correction
and unfolding procedures described later in this section,
which take into account the charge-symmetric background,
trigger efficiencies, exclusive vector-meson production,
kinematic and geometric acceptance effects, and smearing
due to radiative effects. After all corrections and unfolding
procedures are applied, the final multidimensional binned
data are available, and can be integrated over the accepted
kinematic ranges (cf. Tables III and IV) to yield the
multiplicities in a one- or two-dimensional binning in the
desired variables, e.g., the fractional hadron energy z.
1. Charge-symmetric background
Isolated high-energy leptons from charge-symmetric
processes, like the 0 Dalitz decays and photon conversion
into eþe pairs, can produce a signature indistinguishable
from that of DIS events. This background is most signifi-
cant at lowQ2 and is much stronger for inclusive scattering
than for SIDIS. It is taken into account by subtracting from
the measured DIS or SIDIS event rate the number of
corresponding events for which the leading lepton has a
charge opposite to that of the beam particles. The correc-
tion to the multiplicities is of the order of 1% for DIS and
2% for SIDIS at low z.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Born space in ðx;Q2Þ for the multi-
plicities extracted.
TABLE II. Kinematic variables in semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering.
k ¼ ðE; ~kÞ, k0 ¼ ðE0; ~k0Þ Four-momenta of incident and scattered lepton l0
P¼labðM; ~0Þ Four-momentum of the target nucleon
q ¼ k k0 Four-momentum of the virtual photon 
 ¼ PqM ¼lab E E0 Energy transfer to the target
Q2 ¼ q2lab 4EE0sin 2ð2Þ Negative squared four-momentum transfer
W2 ¼ ðPþ qÞ2 Squared invariant mass of the photon-nucleon system
xB ¼ Q22Pq ¼lab Q
2
2M Bjorken scaling variable
y ¼ PqPk ¼lab E Fractional energy of the virtual photon
h Azimuthal angle between the lepton scattering plane and the hadron production plane
z ¼ PPhPq ¼
lab Eh
 Fractional energy of hadron h
Ph?¼lab j ~q ~Phjj ~qj Component of the hadron momentum, Ph, transverse to q
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2. RICH unfolding
As described in Sec. III B, the hadron identification is
based on the response of the RICH detector. The efficiency
of the detector is encoded in 3 4 matrices binned in
momentum, charge, and event topology (number of tracks
in one detector half). They relate the vector of true hadron
type Th with the vector of identified hadron type Ih,
I
IK
Ip
IX
0
BBBBB@
1
CCCCCA ¼
P P

K P

p
PK P
K
K P
K
p
PP P
p
K P
p
p
PX P
X
K P
X
p
0
BBBBB@
1
CCCCCA 
T
TK
Tp
0
BB@
1
CCA: (2)
Here, Pit is the probability that a hadron of true type t is
identified as a hadron of type i. The superscript X refers to
unidentified hadrons. The matrices are extracted from a
Monte Carlo simulation of the detector response that uses
the PID algorithm. Truncating the X row and inverting the
matrix yields a relation that gives a weight, the correspond-
ing element of P1trunc, with which each identified hadron is
counted as pion, kaon, or proton,
~T ¼ P1trunc  ~I: (3)
The uncertainties due to RICH unfolding were estimated to
be less than 0.5% for pions and less than 1.5% for kaons.
3. Trigger efficiencies
The required trigger combines information from three
hodoscopes and the electromagnetic calorimeter. The effi-
ciencies of the individual detectors are extracted using
special calibration triggers, yielding an overall efficiency
depending on the track momentum and the event topology
(e.g., events with one or two tracks) that ranged from
95% to 99%. The events are weighted with the inverted
efficiency factor.
4. Exclusive vector-meson contribution
The exclusive production of vector-mesons (0,!, or)
can be described in the vector-meson dominance (VMD)
model as the fluctuation of the virtual photon into a q q pair
before its interaction with the target nucleon. These vector
mesons subsequently decay into lighter hadrons that are
then found in the final hadronic state. The cross sections for
the exclusive production show a 1=Q6 dependence and can
be considered as higher-twist effects. They do not involve
the fragmentation of quarks originating from the target
nucleon. If fragmentation functions were to be extracted
from multiplicities that include such an exclusive produc-
tion, they would be process dependent. For this reason
the data presented in this paper have been corrected for
hadrons stemming from these processes, but the final tabu-
lation includes data with and without this correction.
The fraction of final-state hadrons originating from
exclusive vector-meson decay was evaluated in each kine-
matic bin using the PYTHIA Monte Carlo generator. This
PYTHIA version incorporated a VMD model tuned to
describe exclusive 0 production at HERMES [32]. Since
PYTHIA can only simulate proton or neutron targets, the
values for deuterium were constructed as the combination
of the values for these nucleons. The major contribution
due to exclusive vector mesons to the final-state hadron
sample arises in the form of pions originating from 0
decay. Due to its anisotropic decay-angle distribution,
pions from 0 decay are concentrated at low and high z.
For the low-statistics high-z region near z ¼ 1, it is esti-
mated that up to 50% of the charged pions originate from
TABLE III. Three-dimensional binning used for the unfolding
correction of those multiplicities presented as a function of z
(Figs. 4 and 6).
xB 0.023–0.085–0.6
z 0.1–0.15–0.2–0.25–0.3–0.4–0.5–0.6–0.7–0.8–1.1
Ph? [GeV] 0.0–0.1–0.3–0.45–0.6–1.2
TABLE IV. Three-dimensional binning used for the unfolding
correction of those multiplicities presented as a function of Ph?
and z (Fig. 8).
xB 0.023–0.085–0.6
z 0.1–0.2–0.3–0.4–0.6–0.8–1.1
Ph? [GeV] 0.0–0.1–0.2–0.3–0.4–0.5– 0.6–0.7–0.8–1.2
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FIG. 3 (color online). Fraction of mesons generated by the
decay of exclusive vector mesons as a function of z, from PYTHIA
(see text). The widths of the bands indicate the uncertainty in the
corresponding fractions. The vertical dashed lines are the limits
in z used in the multiplicity extractions.
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0, while at low z this fraction is negligible due to the much
larger yield from other channels. For kaons, the contribu-
tion from decay is less than 10%. Both the SIDIS and the
DIS yields, which determine the multiplicities, are cor-
rected bin-by-bin for exclusive vector-meson production.
The correction for SIDIS is presented in its z projection in
Fig. 3. The corresponding integrated correction for DIS
is 0.041 for the proton target and 0.044 for the deuteron
target. The bands in Fig. 3 for pions describe the range in
the correction which correspond to a 1 variation in the
parametrization of the exclusive  cross section. For the 
meson, the bands are half of the total variation in the
correction that results from varying the parametrization
of the exclusive  cross section over its total range of
uncertainty.
5. Acceptance and radiative effects
Other effects that influence the extracted multiplic-
ities are
(i) QED radiative effects, such as vertex corrections and
the initial- and final-state radiation of real photons
by the incoming or outgoing lepton, that alter the
hard-scattering amplitude and can mask the true
kinematics at the l vertex,
(ii) the limited geometric and kinematic acceptance of
the HERMES spectrometer, and
(iii) the detector resolution.
These effects were evaluated using two Monte Carlo
simulations that use the same LEPTO/JETSET [33,34] event
generator. The first simulation included QED radiative
effects and a full detector simulation. Radiative processes
and vertex corrections were simulated using the RADGEN
generator [35]. The leptons and hadrons produced were
tracked through a GEANT3 [36] model of the HERMES
spectrometer. Tracks were reconstructed using the same
algorithm [26] used for real data.
As this Monte Carlo simulation contains both the
generated and reconstructed properties of any recorded
track, the bin-to-bin migration of hadron h can be quanti-
fied in a migration matrix nhði; jÞ, where i (¼ 1 . . . s) refers
to the bin number based on reconstructed properties and
j (¼ 0 . . . s) to the bin number based on the generated
(Born) properties. The additional Born index j ¼ 0 refers
to background events generated outside the acceptance that
migrate into it. The probabilistic information can be sum-
marized in a smearing matrix,
Shði; jÞ ¼ n
hði; jÞ
nhBornðjÞ
: (4)
The vector nhBornðjÞ is obtained from the second
Monte Carlo simulation, generated without radiative or
instrumental effects.
As an example, the SIDIS yield of events without radia-
tive or instrumental effects, i.e., the Born yield, YhBorn, is
related to the measured SIDIS yield Yhmeas via
YhBornðjÞ ¼
X
i
½S0h1ðj; iÞ½YhmeasðiÞR nhði; 0Þ: (5)
Here R ¼ PlnDIStrackedðlÞ=PlYDISmeasðlÞ, where nDIStrackedðlÞ) is the
number of inclusive DIS events in bin l in the Monte Carlo
simulation with radiative and instrumental effects and
YDISmeasðiÞ is the measured number of DIS events in bin i.
The matrix ½S0h1ðj; iÞ is the inverted SIDIS smearing
matrix with j > 0. Because the Born multiplicity is
YhBorn=Y
DIS
Born, in terms of measured quantities it is given by
MhBornðjÞ¼
YhBornðjÞ
YDISBornðjÞ
¼
P
i½S0h1ðj;iÞ½YhmeasðiÞRnhði;0ÞP
k½S0DIS1ðj;kÞ½YDISmeasðkÞRnDISðk;0Þ
: (6)
If the kinematic binning were fully differential in all
kinematic variables, in the limit of infinitely small bins
the smearing matrix defined by Eq. (4) would be indepen-
dent of the model embodied in the Monte Carlo event
generator for j > 0. If the smearing correction were
applied after yields were integrated over some kinematic
variable(s) on which both the SIDIS yields and the spec-
trometer acceptance may depend, the accuracy with which
the smearing matrix corrects for acceptance effects would
depend on the success of the model in describing this yield
dependence. Hence, even for those results presented here
as a function of only one kinematic variable, this correction
is applied using kinematic binning in three dimensions,
which is defined in Tables III to VI.
D. Systematic uncertainties
1. RICH unfolding
The unfolding algorithm for correcting for the inefficien-
cies of theRICHdetector is based on probabilitymatrices as
described in Sec. III C 2. These probability matrices are
obtained from a Monte Carlo simulation of the RICH
detector, which produces events that are analyzed with the
same particle identification algorithm (described in the
TABLE V. Three-dimensional binning used for the unfolding
correction of those multiplicities presented as a function of xB
and z (Figs. 7 and 8).
xB 0.023–0.04–0.055–0.075–0.1–0.14–0.2–0.3–0.4–0.6
z 0.1–0.2–0.3–0.4–0.6–0.8–1.1
Ph? [GeV] 0.0–0.3–0.5–0.7–1.2
TABLE VI. Three-dimensional binning used for the unfolding
correction of those multiplicities presented as a function of Q2
and z (Fig. 8).
Q2 [GeV2] 1.–1.25–1.5–1.75–2.0–2.25–2.5–3.0–5.0–15.0
z 0.1–0.2–0.3–0.4–0.6–0.8–1.1
Ph? [GeV] 0.0–0.3–0.5–0.7–1.2
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Appendix of Ref. [31]) as that used to analyze experimental
data. The algorithm is sensitive to the number and distribu-
tion of background hits on the photomultiplier matrix.
Different background scenarios result in a set of slightly
different probability matrices. The variation of the final
result when using the differentPmatrices has been assigned
as systematic uncertainty. The most sensitive region is at
lowmomentum (2–4 GeV). Due to their lower relative flux,
the uncertainty in the fraction of identified kaons generated
by other misidentified hadrons is much larger than that for
pions. For themultiplicities presented as a function of z, this
contribution to the systematic uncertainty is typically less
than 0.5% for pions and 1.5% for kaons.
2. Azimuthal asymmetries in the unpolarized
cross section
The unpolarized cross section contains two terms
generating a cos ðhÞ and cos ð2hÞ modulation in the
azimuthal angle h. These two terms arise, in part, from
asymmetries generated by the Cahn [37–40] and the
Boer-Mulders [41,42] effects. The moments of these mod-
ulations have been extracted at HERMES [31]. The effect
of these modulations is not included in the Monte Carlo
simulation used for acceptance corrections. The simulation
assumes an azimuthally uniform PYTHIA6 production at
the Born level. In order to study the influence of these
moments, a second extraction was carried out using a
simulation in which the events generated at the Born level
are reweighted by means of a four-dimensional parametri-
zation of the cosine modulations extracted from HERMES
data. The difference between the results for the extractions
with the original and the reweighted simulations was taken
as the systematic uncertainty arising from the effects of
azimuthal asymmetries in the unpolarized cross section.
For most xB bins it is less than 2%.
3. Year dependence
Both the proton and deuteron data samples are combi-
nations of data taken over three different years. Comparing
the results from the individual years led to differences that
were larger than expected from statistical fluctuations,
which could not be assigned to specific sources, but must
be attributed to a combination of differences in the data-
taking conditions (e.g., running with polarized/unpolarized
targets). The differences are mainly concentrated in the
low-momentum region. The largest deviation in the multi-
plicities between any individual data-taking period and the
overall result has been taken as a systematic uncertainty.
With the exception of a few bins, it is never larger than 2%
of the measured value.
4. Finite bin width
The unfolding algorithm which corrects for accep-
tance, limited detector resolution, and radiative effects is
independent of the Monte Carlo model used to extract the
smearing matrix if the kinematic bins are fully differential
and of vanishing width. For this case the effects of imper-
fections in the model on which the SIDIS Monte Carlo is
based are negligible. The potential impact of any residual
model dependence due to the finite bin width is estimated
by scanning over the JETSET parameters which control the
Monte Carlo event generator [43]. This scan is carried out
in the space in 	2 of the fit to measured multiplicities.
Nine parameters which constrain various features of
the fragmentation process are varied in the scan. An
eigenvector-basis approach to the Hessian method [44] is
used to generate nine-parameter vectors which are uncor-
related orthogonal combinations of the input parameters to
the scan. The intersections of these eigenvectors with the
	2 contour, which lies 68% above the best-fit minimum in
the scan space, provides input-parameter sets that charac-
terize the corresponding uncertainties in the multiplicities
arising from those in the JETSET model parameters. The
largest deviation of the multiplicities from the values
extracted with the standard version of the Monte Carlo is
taken as a systematic uncertainty. This uncertainty does not
exceed 3–4%.
IV. HADRON MULTIPLICITIES
The Born multiplicities, after correcting for exclusive
vector-meson production, are presented in Figs. 4 and 8. In
Fig. 4 they are shown for both proton and deuteron targets
as a function of the energy fraction z in four panels
corresponding to the type of final-state hadron. The indi-
vidual panels compare data for a given hadron type taken
with a hydrogen (full circles) or deuterium (empty squares)
target. Error bars on the points for the statistical uncertain-
ties are too small to be visible. The systematic uncertainties
are given by the error bands. The z bins are defined in
Table III (z), which together with Tables IV (Ph?), V (xB),
and VI (Q2) tabulate the binning used in the subsequent
multidimensional representation of the multiplicities
presented in Fig. 8. To indicate the importance of the
correction for exclusive vector-meson decay, the multi-
plicities for a proton target of pions and kaons versus z
with the fraction of mesons coming from all processes
involving exclusive vector-meson decay included (open
circles) or subtracted (closed circles) are compared in
Fig. 5. Note that the highest z bin in Table III was omitted
because of the large contribution from exclusive vector-
meson production, while the two lowest z bins were omit-
ted because of the increased contribution due to target
fragmentation. The data for these channels are included
in the data tabulation.
The results shown in Fig. 4 for pions (top row) from a
proton target are in good agreement with HERMES data
published earlier [23]. The proton þ multiplicities are
slightly larger than those of the deuteron, while for  the
reverse is true. The ratio of þ to  for the proton
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(deuteron) ranges from 1.2 (1.1) in the first z bin to 2.6 (1.8)
in the last z bin. These results can be attributed to the
dominance of scattering off the u quarks, reflecting the fact
that the fragmentation process u! þ is favored, while
the process u!  is unfavored. With rising z, this effect
is enhanced. Similarly, the higher  multiplicities for the
deuteron are a result of the increased fraction of d quarks in
the target and of the stronger favored fragmentation to the
 from the neutron. The Kþ multiplicity for the proton is
slightly larger than for the deuteron, while within errors
for K the multiplicities are equal. The ratio Kþ=K
rises from 1.5 to 5.7 (proton target) and from 1.3 to 4.6
(deuteron target) for 0:2< z < 0:8, reflecting the fact that
K cannot be produced through favored fragmentation
from the nucleon valence quarks. Finally, the Kþ=þ ratio
at high z is about 1=3, reflecting strangeness suppression
in fragmentation (when assuming scattering mainly from
u quarks).
Figure 6 shows the asymmetry
Ahdp ¼
Mhdeuteron Mhproton
Mhdeuteron þMhproton
(7)
between the hadron production off a proton target and a
deuteron target. Because of the near equality of the proton
and deuteron multiplicities (see Fig. 4), the magnitude of
this asymmetry is small, but it reflects details of the quark
structure of the targets. The negative values for þ and the
positive values for  reflect the different valence-quark
content of the target nuclei. The measured asymmetry in
Fig. 6 is more pronounced in the high-z region for kaons.
For positive kaons it is similar to that of þ, while the
corresponding asymmetry for negative kaons is near zero,
except at higher z, suggesting that negative kaons are less
sensitive to the valence-quark content of the target. An LO
calculation (see Sec. V) of Ahdp shown in Fig. 6 reprodu-
ces the measured values for positive charge, but strongly
overpredicts the asymmetries for negative charge. The
same trend of negative values for þ and the positive
values for  is evident in Fig. 7, where the asymmetry
Adp is plotted as a function of xB for four slices in z. There
is no strong dependence of Adp on the slice in z or on xB.
When the statistical precision permits, binning of
extracted multiplicities in two or more dimensions can
provide useful insights into the correlations between kine-
matic variables and allow for the separation of the effects
of PDFs and FFs. In Fig. 8 the multiplicities are presented
for positively and negatively charged pions and kaons as a
function of transverse hadron momentum Ph?, xB, and Q2
for the four slices of z between 0.2 and 0.8. The features of
the Ph? distributions result from the combined effects of
the initial transverse motion of the struck quark in SIDIS,
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FIG. 4 (color online). Multiplicities corrected for exclusive
vector mesons as a function of z from a hydrogen target (full
circles) and a deuterium target (empty squares). Error bars for
the statistical uncertainties are too small to be visible. The
systematic uncertainties are given by the error bands.
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FIG. 5 (color online). Comparison of measured Born multi-
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statistical error bars are too small to be visible. Also shown
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of its emission of soft gluon radiation, and of the compo-
nent of transverse momentum which is generated by
the fragmentation process. The multiplicities measured at
HERMES as a function of Ph? peak at increasing Ph? as z
is increased. For negative kaons the distribution versus Ph?
is wider than for positive kaons and may indicate a more
extended fragmentation process. In the LUND model [46],
which is also used in the HERMES Monte Carlo, fragmen-
tation is modeled by string fragmentation in which the
color field between the quarks is the fragmenting entity.
That field is modeled as a string with a potential energy
that increases with increasing quark separation. When the
separation is sufficiently large the string breaks. At each
string break new quark-antiquark pairs are generated. This
typically leads to more string breaks for unfavored frag-
mentation, which is expected to be more relevant for
negative kaons.
In the context of the multiplicity for þ and  being
shown as a function of xB, it should be noted that at
HERMES kinematics there is a strong correlation between
xB and Q
2. For the binning given in Table V, the average
value of Q2 rises from 1 GeV2 in the lowest xB bin to
10 GeV2 in the highest bin. A prominent feature of the
multiplicity data is their kinematic dependence on xB, z,
and Q2. These data are measured at a much lower energy
scale than those of most measurements of fragmentation
yields. Nevertheless, the same qualitative trends observed
at higher scales are present in the data. A strong depen-
dence of the multiplicities on z and a weak or vanishing
variation with xB and Q
2 confirm the expectation from
standard collinear factorization and the universality of
distribution and fragmentation functions in the SIDIS cross
section at the low scales of HERMES, hQ2i ¼ 2:5 GeV2
and W2  10 GeV2.
A tabulation of the data is presented [47] in four three-
dimensional decompositions corresponding to the binnings
given in Tables III (z), IV (Ph?), V (xB), and VI (Q2).
1
Because of the unfolding procedure used to extract the
Born multiplicities from the measured values, the data in
the various kinematic bins are statistically correlated. In
using the data tabulated, the accompanying covariance
matrix must be considered to insure that statistical uncer-
tainties are not overestimated. In addition, the results of
each of the projections of these data discussed in the paper
are presented. This complete database has been generated
including both multiplicities, which have been corrected
for exclusive vector-meson production, as presented in this
paper, and uncorrected multiplicities.
An earlier extraction [7] of kaon multiplicities, used in
an evaluation of the distribution of strange quarks in the
nucleon, will be superseded by data extracted using the
new multiplicities presented here. In particular, the pre-
vious extraction was accomplished using one-dimensional
unfolding and multiplicities were presented for hadron
momenta larger than 2 GeV. A reevaluation of the
strange-quark distribution using the newly obtained,
more accurate kaon data will be presented in a separate
forthcoming paper.
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FIG. 6 (color online). The asymmetry Ahdp as defined in
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1The data tables can also be obtained by email to
management@hermes.desy.de.
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V. COMPARISON OF MULTIPLICITIES
WITH LO CALCULATIONS
To date, analyses of FFs [9–12,22] have been carried out
in the framework of collinear factorization. In this approxi-
mation, the multiplicity is defined as the integration of
Eq. (1) over Ph?. In one such model, the LO QCD-
improved quark-parton model, the hadron multiplicity as
a function of z and Q2, is given by
1
NDISðQ2Þ
dNhðz;Q2Þ
dz
¼
P
f e
2
f
R
1
0qfðxB;Q2ÞdxBDf ðz;Q2ÞP
f e
2
f
R
1
0qfðxB;Q2ÞdxB
;
(8)
where the sum is over quarks and antiquarks of flavor f,
and ef is the quark charge in units of the elementary
charge. The multiplicities in this LO approximation are a
reasonable starting point for comparing the HERMES
results with predictions based on fragmentation functions
resulting from global QCD analyses of all relevant data.
A comparison of the multiplicities measured by
HERMES for SIDIS on the proton and deuteron with LO
predictions is presented in Figs. 9 and 10. The multiplicities
are calculated from Eq. (8) (though integrated only over the
accepted range in xB of 0.023 to 0.600) using values for
the FFs taken from three widely used analyses, that of de
Florian et al. (DSS) [22], that of Hirai et al. (HKNS) [12],
and that of Kretzer [9], together with parton distributions
taken from CTEQ6L [45]. For positively charged pions
and kaons, the results for a proton target using FFs from
the analysis of DSS are in reasonable agreement with the
HERMES results. For negative charges, the discrepancies
between data and the results based on FFs from DSS are
substantial, particularly for K where the curve predicted
lies below the observed multiplicity over most of the
measured range of z. For  the results from the DSS
analysis agree with measurement at low z. For both and
K, fragmentation is less affected by u-quark dominance.
Uncertainties in the less abundant production by strange
and anti-u quarks may have a larger impact on the predic-
tions than for the positively charged hadrons. Alternatively,
next-to-leading-order (NLO) processes may be proportion-
ally more important for  and particularly K, and the
discrepancies observed here may signal the importance of
calculating multiplicities at NLO. For kaons the DSS
results give a better representation of the data than the
Kretzer and HKNS curves. This is to be expected, since
the DSS analysis included a preliminary version of the
HERMES proton data in its database. The Kretzer and
HKNS results are in substantial disagreement with the
multiplicities measured for K. The results on deuterons
are in general in somewhat better agreement with the
various predictions, in particular for pions. However, the
discrepancy between the measured K multiplicities
and the various predictions is also apparent here. In
Figs. 9 and 10 the multiplicities obtained from the
HERMES Lund Monte Carlo, in which the fragmentation
parameters have been tuned for HERMES kinematic con-
ditions [20], are also shown. Inclusion of the data reported
here in future global analyses should result in higher pre-
cision in the extraction of FFs, particularly those describing
less abundant fragmentation processes.
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FIG. 10 (color online). As in Fig. 9 but for deuterons.
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FIG. 9 (color online). Comparison of the vector-meson-
corrected multiplicities measured on the proton for various
hadrons with LO calculations using CTEQ6L parton distribu-
tions [45] and three compilations (see text) of fragmentation
functions. Also shown are the values obtained from the
HERMES Lund Monte Carlo. The statistical error bars on the
experimental points are too small to be visible.
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VI. SUMMARY
HERMES has measured the multiplicity of charge-
separated pions and kaons as a function of z, Ph?, xB, and
Q2 produced by SIDIS off a hydrogen and a deuterium
target. This high-statistics data set, which results from scat-
tering by pure gas targets of protons and deuterons, provides
unique information on the fragmentation of quarks into
final-state hadrons and will contribute valuable input for
the extraction of fragmentation functions using QCD fits.
The comparison of the results from the two targets supports
the notion of fragmentation into hadrons containing the
struck quark as valence quark being favored, and should
be useful in the extraction of unfavored fragmentation
functions. The multiplicities measured as a function of
Ph? will provide constraints on models of the motion of
quarks in the nucleon in the transverse plane of momentum
space, aswell as on themodels of the fragmentation process.
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